INTRODUCTION
Fluid mixing processes receive a considerable amount of recognition because of their importance in nature and industry. Although in many cases mixing is associated with turbulent fluid motions, mixing of very viscous fluids constitutes an important class of mixing occurrences. These are typical for polymer blending, compounding, food processing etc, and some new models to where x = (x, y, z) denotes the position vector and u the local Eulerian velocity. The amount of stretching is often used to characterise the quality of mixing: 2 where I and L are the present and initial length of a material filament, respectively [4] . The efficiency of stretching in a two-dimensional flow ranges from 1/t where the flow is steady and the domain is closed, to exponential for a hyperbolic, unbounded, chaotic, flow. In chaotic flows the reorientation prevents the material lines from full alignment with the streamlines, which would lead to linear stretching, and this general phenomena is known as chaotic advection. It is relatively straightforward to generate a flow that can generate chaos; a necessary condition is in general the crossing of streamlines. For threedimensional flows, the efficiency of stretching can even be exponential for steady flow.
Computational analysis is an important tool in the quantitative estimation of stretching in practical mixers. Most flows are fully three dimensional and time-dependent and numerical methods are required to obtain the velocity field and the resulting stretching. An example is the Kenics static mixer, a spatially-periodic duct flow, studied by Avalosse [5] using a finite element method. Hobbs and Muzzio [6] showed that the stretching distributions in the Kenics mixer are self-similar. Another example is the partitionedpipe mixer [7] consisting of a rotating pipe partitioned with a sequence of orthogonally places rectangular plates. The system is characterised by a parameter B, the ratio of cross-sectional twist to axial stretching, and for b = 0 the flow is regular and becomes chaotic with increasing values of b. Meleshko et al. [8] demonstrated, using this system, the importance of an accurate velocity field in studying chaotic mixing flows.
Modern tools of chaos theory -Poincaré sections [4] , periodic point analysis [9, 10] , and stretching distributions [11, 25] -provide a deep understanding of the mechanisms that make chaotic mixing so effective, even though they do not give a direct description of the final mixture. The goal of this paper is to present an overview of some recent results where mixing is studied by using a more explicit approach based on the original ideas of Spencer and Wiley [1] . Instead of trying to understand all details of mixing, by using abovementioned tools from chaos theory, we use the concept of concentration distribution matrices to study the advection of fluid. Once such a distribution matrix is constructed it is very simple (fast) to study different mixing protocols or the influence of initial conditions.
Although the method will be exemplified making use of relatively straightforward twoand three-dimensional time-periodic prototype flows, see Figure 1 , in our laboratory at present also more practical, industrial, efficient mixers like 3D space-periodic static mixing devices, as e.g. the multiflux mixer, and 3D time-or space periodic dynamic mixing devices, as e.g. the corotating, closely intermeshing, self-wiping twin screw extruder, are being studied using the same approach. Results, that allow for fast optimisation processes, e.g. concerning screw design, fall outside of the scope of this paper and will be presented elsewhere.
The following Section discusses some results based on the application of "classical" dynamical methods applied to a three-dimensional prototype flow. Results will show that it is possible to analyse this type of flow, but that it is hard to make a quantitative comparison between mixing protocols. In Sections 3 and 4 the same flow is studied using a technique based on distribution matrices and now actual comparisons are more straightforward. Finally, in Section 5 it is shown that microstructure of the mixture can be added to the computations. Figure 1 : Geometries of the 2D and 3D cavity. In the upper figure during the first half of the period the top (back) wall is moved from left to right, and in the second half of the period the opposite (front) wall moved from left to right. This protocol is denoted as the TB protocol. The scheme of the flow domain for the cubic cavity and notation for possible motions of front and back walls is denoted in the lower figure; see text for explanation of the notation used.
DISTRIBUTIVE MIXING IN TWO-AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS
Characteristics of chaotic mixing periodic flows are the determination of the location and nature of the periodic points [4] . By definition, periodic points are points which return to their original position after one or more periods. They are classified according to the nature of the stretching in their neighbourhood. Elliptic (stable) periodic points are at the centre of non-mixing regions, called islands, while hyperbolic (unstable) periodic points are centres of stretching and folding in the flow. Around hyperbolic points the fluid is compressed in one eigendirection and stretched in the other eigendirection. The importance of periodic points is clear; if a flow has many periodic points of hyperbolic nature, and no elliptic periodic points (or only a few with very small surrounding islands) we expect that the flow exhibits excellent mixing.
In general any motion can be represented, based on the solution of Equation 1 by 3 mapping particle X to x after a time t, e.g. [4] , where X refers to the initial position at t = 0. Using this definition, a periodic point P of order n is defined as
T is the duration of one period of motion. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the timeperiodic mixing devices discussed in this paper. On the bottom part of the figure a two-dimensional cavity flow is depicted (studied in a later section). We first introduce the three-dimensional cubic cavity flow on the lower part of Figure 1 with fixed top, bottom, and side walls, and where the motion is generated by moving the front and back walls. In the notations the bold letters F and B denote a front or back wall motion, while the subscript denotes the direction (r, l, u, and d stand for right, left, up and down respectively). Thus, for example, F r corresponds to the front wall moving to the right. Compounded protocols, like F r B u F l B d , should be read from left to right.
The flow in cavity is described by the Stokes equations: 6 supplemented with boundary conditions. Here u = (u, v, w) T is the velocity, p is the pressure and h is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. For all stationary walls of the three-dimensional cubic cavity, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed, while the condition u = 1, v = 0, w=0 is applied for the moving front wall (the velocity field for F r is obtained). The numerical solution of Equations 6 for the two-and three-dimensional flow problems is performed by a projection scheme that decouples the pressure p and velocity u [12] . A spectral element approximation [13, 14] is used for the spatial discretization and yields an accurate representation of the velocity field. The cavity is subdivided into 15 * 15 * 15 spectral elements, each of sixth order in all three directions, leading to 753,571 nodal points and a total system with 2,868,477 degrees of freedom. The resulting system of equations is solved using a conjugate gradient solver with a finite element preconditioner.
In a Stokes approximation, the result of the fluid deformation caused by the wall movement is completely defined by the dimensionless displacement of the wall D, defined here as the wall displacement divided by the half of the cavity edge length (which equals 1 in dimensionless coordinates). The relatively simple geometry forms a convenient model for testing the techniques designed to study three-dimensional laminar time-periodic distributive mixing. Due to symmetry properties of the flow, the velocity field has to be computed only for one type of the wall motion (in this case F r ). The velocity fields for other wall motions can be obtained using a simple coordinate transformations.
In Anderson et al. [10] algorithms to locate and classify periodic points in 3D mixing flows are presented, and it is observed that for 3D flows these points form open or closed lines. The structure of the lines can be complex and their type can change along a line. The four-step protocol F r B u F l B d was introduced to study three-dimensional effects in mixing, and the flow is induced by the successive motion of the two opposite walls in crossed directions as depicted in Figure 1 . The net resulting displacement of each wall, after one complete period, is zero.
The first-order periodic lines found are plotted in Figure 2 . Hyperbolic parts of the line are plotted thin, elliptic lines are displayed thick. For both dimensionless displacement D-parameters three periodic lines are found. In the first case, D = 3, two completely elliptic lines are revealed and one periodic line consisting of one elliptic part and two hyperbolic tips. In the second case, D = 5, the periodic structure consists of three lines with mixed types of periodic points. In Galaktionov et al. [15] symmetry concepts of this flow are discussed and rotational symmetry of the periodic lines is proven.
The presence of hyperbolic periodic points in the flow is important since it provides information of stretching. To emphasise the importance of the periodic structure analysis, the motion of two blobs is calculated for a few periods. An adaptive front tracking model is used to follow the deformation of the material volumes in an efficient way [16] . The initial sphere is covered with an unstructured triangular mesh consisting of 258 nodes. The first blob is positioned around an elliptic point, the second one around a hyperbolic point. The results for the case D = 5 are presented in Figure 3 . The difference in deformation between the two blobs is large and the blob around the hyperbolic point is advected through the whole domain, while the stretching of the blob around the elliptic point is very small. For the blob around the elliptic part of the line, the interfacial area remains nearly constant; however, for the hyperbolic blob a substantial increase in area is observed. 9689 nodes are required to describe the final deformation after three periods of flow. For both material blobs the volume is preserved within a percent after three periods of mixing.
Using the definition of the deformation gradient F X = (-X F F T (X)) T with F F as defined in Equation 3 a useful definition of a stretching coefficient at a periodic point can be defined:
Such an analysis is in particular of importance when we are interested in the local behaviour of periodic flows. The presence of low-order hyperbolic periodic points is a clear indication that a mixing flow generates an exponential increase of interfacial area (albeit in a limited part of the flow domain). The stretching coefficient at such a point is a measure for the rate of mixing at the periodic point. If one has to favour one of the two mixing protocols, D = 3 or D = 5, the periodic point analysis may help to compare these flows. However, guideness how to compare these protocols is unavailable. One might compare the arclength of the periodic lines consisting of hyperbolic points, and try to use the stretching coefficient at these points, but a simple quantitative comparison based on the first-122 Applied Rheology May/June 2000 ). Based on this information the higher dimensionless displacement seems to be favourable. A more extensive comparison of protocols becomes a cumbersome repetition and the need arises for a more flexible method to distinguish a large numbers of mixing protocols, the topic of the remainder of this paper.
MAPPING METHOD
The "mapping" method is proposed based on the original ideas of Spencer & Wiley [1] , and the main idea is not to track each material volume in the flow domain separately, but to create a discretized mapping from a reference grid to a deformed grid. Instead of tracking the boundaries of material volumes a set of distribution matrices are used to advect concentration in the flow. Within the mapping method a flow domain Ω is subdivided into N non-overlapping subdomains Ω i with boundaries ∂W i , see Figure 4 (top). The boundaries ∂W i of these sub-domains are represented by polygons and tracked from t = t 0 to t = t 0 + Dt using an adaptive front tracking model [16] , and, as a result, deformed polygons are obtained, see Figure 4 (bottom). Note that the subdivision of Ω into Ω i 's is not related to any finite differences, or finite element discretization used to solve the velocity field in Ω. Next, a discretized mapping from the initial grid to the deformed grid is constructed. The distrib-ution of, for example, fluid concentration in the original grid is then mapped to obtain a new distribution.
The area of the intersections of the deformed sub-domains with the original ones, determine the elements of the mapping (or distribution) matrix y, where y ij equals the fraction of the deformed sub-domain W j at time t = t 0 + ∆t that is found in the original (t = t 0 ) sub-
The polygonal descriptions of the sub-domains are used to determine the matrix elements y ij , and the accuracy of these elements is determined by the accuracy of the velocity field and the error tolerances defined in the adaptive front tracking procedure. For details on the validation and accuracy of the mapping method we refer to Kruijt et al. [2] . The matrix y is essentially sparse if ∆t is not too large [2] . Where y will generally be a sparse matrix, y n will generally be dense, since fluid from an initial subdomain will finally be advected throughout the flow-domain. This makes studying the properties of y n , as originally proposed by Spencer and Wiley [1] , both unattractive and even impossible for exponential mixing flows. Therefore, instead of investigating y n , e.g. C (n) could be investigated. C (n) , the concentration distribution after n mapping steps, is computed by the sequence for i = 1 to n 9 C (0) is the initial concentration distribution. This procedure does not change the matrix y and is, therefore, much cheaper, both in number of operations as well as in the computer memory needed, than computing y n The computation of the matrix elements y ij is time consuming ; more than 100 hours using a 12 CPU multiprocessor 225 Mhz R10K Silicon Graphics™ for a 200 * 120 grid. However, once the matrices are obtained matrix-vector multiplications are extremly fast, less than 1 sec on a single CPU 100 Mhz Pentium™, and a large number of mixing protocols are easily compared.To differentiate between the quality of mixing protocols, mixing measures are applied.
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Applied Rheology May/June 2000 Here, the intensity of segregation I is used, which is a property of the mixture that is effected by molecular diffusion. The intensity of segregation is a second-moment statistic (variance) of the concentration distribution and is defined as [17] : 10 where s c 2 is the variance in concentration over an entire domain Ω, defined as: 11 and c(x) is the concentration in a point x OE W in the domain. The brackets < > Ω denote an averaging over the quantity in the brackets in Ω. Intensity of segregation is a measure of the deviation of the local concentration from the ideal situation (i.e. when the mixture is homogeneous). A value of I equal to zero means no intensity, where a value of unity means a maximum intensity (only black and white fluids and no gray fluid).
2D MAPPING METHOD
To demonstrate the strength of the mapping method, we first consider the two-dimensional cavity flow as depicted in Figure 1 (top). The mapping method is a flexible tool for studying and optimising of mixing processes, since it makes it possible to incorporate variations on an existing mixing protocol without having to recompute the entire protocol. As a first illustration, two parameters of the cavity flow are varied: the dimensionless displacement D and the number of wall movements n; the product of which is proportional to energy input. Different protocols are compared by changing the order of consecutive mappings.
Four different protocols are investigated. In protocol TTTT only the top wall moves, avoiding periodicity in the flow, and a linear mixing flow results. In protocol TBTB the top wall (T) and bottom wall (B) move alternatingly, in the directions as depicted in Figure 1 (originally proposed by Franjione et al. [18] ). Protocols TBTBBTBT and TB-T-B are variations on the second protocol proposed [4, 19, 20] around elliptic points (symmetry breaking protocols). The minus-signs in the last protocol denote a negative wall movement direction. For these four protocols the concentration distribution is studied using the mapping matrices: y D=0.25, y D=1, y D=2 and y D=4 which are constructed for the first protocol TTTT (considering a movement of the top wall only). Combinations of these mapping matrices are used to obtain deformations for larger displacements. For example, to obtain the concentration distribution after 7.5 wall displacements the matrix multiplications y D=4 y D=2 y D=1 y D=0.25 y D=0.25 C (0) are applied. Since the geometry is symmetric (with the origin in the centre of the cavity), the map for a movement of the bottom wall is the same as for the top wall, but rotated (x and y values multiplied by -1 in the coordinate system). Wall movement in the opposite direction and movement of the opposite wall, can be computed by mirroring (multiplying the x and/or y-coordinate by -1 in the coordinate system of Figure 1 ), reducing the number of required matrices. For the mapping calculations, a grid of 120 * 200 rectangular cells covers the interior of the cavity, and extends from -0.995h < x < 0.995h and -0.999 < y < 0.999, leaving a single, very thin cell around the boundary. This boundary cell reduces computational expenses, by avoiding the necessity to track points that pass very close to the corner singularities.
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May/June 2000 The four protocols are compared and results for four different dimensionless displacement are presented, i.e. D=5, 7, 9, and 12. Figure 5 shows the decrease in intensity of segregation versus the number of wall displacements for each protocol. Except for the protocol with D = 7 it is observed that the linear flow TTTT performs worst. From earlier studies [13, 4] it is known that the protocol TBTB has a large island for D approximately between 5 and 7. The fluid within the island is isolated and cannot reach the chaotic mixing zone. As a result the intensity of segregation remains about 10 -1 for D = 7. The other protocols provide better mixing and a faster rate at which these protocol reach the minimum level of intensity of segregation (a noise level resulting from small numerical errors). For most systems in Figure 5 it is noted that after some initial transient effects a constant decrease of intensity of segregation is observed until the minimum level is reached. Except for the TB-T-B protocol with D = 9 and we examine this system in more detail in Figure 6 .
It shows the fluid concentrations after some integer number of periods. After one period of flow many striations are already observed, but also large areas of white and black fluid are seen.
A weak zone appears to be present in this flow which only slowly interchanges fluid outside this zone, explaining the behaviour of the intensity of segregation as observed in Figure 5 . Figure 7 shows some effects of the rheology of the fluid on mixing. Here the Carreau model is used with zero infinite-shear-rate viscosity:
12
where n is the power-law parameter, l a time constant and h 0 is the zero shear-rate viscosity. The following dimensionless numbers characterise the shear-thinning nature of the flow:
• The shear-thinning index or power-law parameter n,
• The Carreau number Cr = (l U)/L, which can be regarded as a dimensionless shear rate, where the transition from the Newtonian plateau to the shear-thinning region takes place, and is fixed Cr = 5, meaning that shearthinning behaviour is clearly present in the flow, and the fluid behaves like a power-law fluid. The results presented in Figure 7 are for the TBTB flow and the power-law parameter is varied, i.e. n = 1, 0.6, 0.2. Here the grid of interior cells extends from -0.985h < x < 0.985h and -0.985 < y < 0.985, reducing computational expenses, by avoiding the tracking of points that pass very close to the corner singularities.
For D = 5 the Newtonian flow (n = 1) provides the highest rate of mixing, but for the other dimensionless displacements the shear-thinning fluids seem to reach the minimum level of intensity of segregation faster. For D = 7 the rate of mixing is about equal for n = 0.6 and n = 0.2, where larger differences are observed for D = 9 and D =12. These results can be partially explained by studying the velocity field in the cavity flow [21] . It is observed that as n decreases shear-thinning reduces the influence of the moving walls in the core of the cavity. This may lead to better or worse mixing as shown in Figure 7 .
3D MAPPING METHOD
In Galaktionov et al. [22] a full three-dimensional extension of the mapping method is introduced. Basically the method is similar to the twodimensional version, except that now a three-dimensional velocity field is required, and that the mapping matrices are constructed using a subdivision of the domain in bricks. These subdomains are advected for a time interval ∆t and the mapping matrix coefficients are found by evaluating the intersections of deformed bricks with the original ones. Details and validation of the 3D model, and implementation of it, are available in [22] .
The strength of the model is that again once the mapping matrices are computed (which is now really time consuming), concentration distributions are found very quickly. Several protocols can be easily compared this way and the cubic cavity flow is studied again. Only the mapping matrices corresponding to the movement F r are computed. Mappings for all other motions are easily obtained by using the symmetry of the velocity field and flow domain. For example the mapping F l can be presented as S x F l S x , where S x is the symmetry operator S x (x, y, z) = (-x, y, z). Similar transformations yield all other types of wall motion considered here.
In Section 2 we concluded from the stretching values computed on the periodic lines found for the F r B u F l B d flow for D = 3 and D = 5 that the latter one is probably a better mixing flow. To validate or question this conclusion, half of the cavity is filled with black fluid, and the other half with white fluid. For both dimensionless displacements the concentration distribution after a total of 100 wall displacements (so 8 1/3 periods for the D = 3 system, and 5 periods for D = 5) the concentration is plotted in Figure 8 . In order to visualise the mixing patterns, gray-scale plots of the concentration distribution at two selected cross-sections of the cavity are presented. The volume (and not just in the two cross sections) averaged intensity of segregation equals 0.0664 for D = 5 and 0.146 for D = 3 as expected from the periodic point analysis. Figure 8 shows a rather large light gray-scaled unmixed region for D = 3, where the fluid concentration seems to be better distributed for D = 5.
An interesting question that arises is whether a larger D will always provide better mixing. A small dimensionless displacement makes it impossible to have effective stretching and folding in the flow, whereas a very large
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The concentration distribution for D = 3 after a total of 100 dimensionless wall displacements is plotted on two cross-sections of the cubic cavity. Below it the result for D = 5 is presented.
dimensionless displacement will finally result in pure linear mixing. So if we expect bad mixing for small and large D's there should be a (local) optimum in between. The mapping method is applied to validate this statement. For D = 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15, 20 , and 25 the decrease in intensity of segregation is studied as a function of total dimensionless wall displacement. The results are presented in Figure 9 . It is found that for an increasing D a higher rate of mixing is observed until D = 15. For D = 20 and D = 25 higher values of intensity of segregation are found indicating that a local optimum is found around D = 15. In a similar way it is easy to compute mixing measures for different mixing protocols with varying dimensionless wall-displacements. In Galaktionov et al. [22] two-step, four-step, and eight-step mixing protocols are compared, and some indications for optimal D are given. In the next section a proposed extension of the algorithm is described that adds microstructure of the mixture to the macroscopic mapping method.
EXTENDED MAPPING METHOD: COUPLING OF LENGTH SCALES
Few models have treated mixing in a global, multi-scale manner. Chella & Viñals [23] used a Navier-Stokes/Cahn-Hilliard formulation to track c(x) globally (as used in Equation 11 ), including interfacial tension effects, but this calculation must stop when the striation thickness approaches the size of the numerical mesh. Calculations of the distribution of stretching values [11, 24, 25] represent some features of the local microstructure and treat the entire mixture, but do not describe distributive mixing.
Constructing an explicit, global model is difficult, because of the enormous range of length scales involved. The length scale of the chamber in a typical mixer for polymer melts is on the order of 10 -1 m, and the initial scale of segrega-tion could also be this large. But in most cases we desire a mixture whose final scale of segregation is of the order of 10 -6 m.
Galaktionov et al. [26] presented a global, multi-scale model for liquid-liquid mixing in laminar flow, called the extended mapping method. The model is limited to passive mixing, where the two fluids have identical rheology and zero interfacial tension, and where diffusion is negligible. It is build on the original mapping method and treats the macroscopic problem, and to this calculation microstructure is added. Classical continuum mechanics provides the smallest length scale: a "material point". In fact this is an average over a region that is larger than the molecular scale but much smaller than the finest striation. To this we add a second division, at a length scale that we will call the cell size. We call features of the mixture above the cell size the macroscopic aspects of the mixture, while features smaller than the cell size are the microscopic aspects. Variables at both the macroscopic and microscopic scales are chosen to represent the state of mixing, and develop evolution equations for those variables.
At the macroscale the smallest object of interest is a cell, and the largest is the entire mixture. The major goal at this level is distributive mixing -achieving an even distribution of the components. At the micro-scale, the smallest object of interest is a point and the largest is a cell. The goal at this level is to create in each cell a microstructure that imparts desirable properties to the mixture. Here we need variables that describe the average microstructure within a cell. The classical measures of scale and intensity of segregation [17] are micro-scale descriptors, as are droplet size distributions and striation thickness distributions. A key issue in choosing microscale variables is evolution: the variables must contain sufficient information to allow their new values to be calculated after any given deformation of the mixture. Scale and intensity of segregation do not offer this capability, nor does striation thickness alone, so these are not suitable variables for a mixing model.
A useful generalisation of the interfacial area measure, which includes orientation, is the area tensor [27] . The second-order area tensor A is defined as 
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The components of the area tensor have units of interfacial area per unit volume, or (length) -1 , and the trace of the tensor equals the total interfacial area per unit volume 14 so trA is a useful scalar measure of microstructural mixing. The averaging volume V should be large enough to provide a representative sample of the microstructure, but smaller than the scale over which the microstructure varies.
The area tensor captures information about the size, shape, and orientation of the microstructure. Table 1 shows the area tensors for three particular microstructures. These three examples are limiting cases, and the area tensor can represent any intermediate structure as well, such as a group of identical ellipsoidal droplets. The interfacial area of a non-spherical droplet is distributed non-uniformly in space, and this is captured by the area tensor. The principal axes of the tensor will also be co-axial with the principal axes of the droplet, so the area tensor describes the droplet orientation. Any other microstructure that possesses a distinct interface also possesses an area tensor, so even complex structures like co-continuous morphologies can be represented. The area tensor determines the contribution of interfacial tension to bulk stress [28] , and has been used as the state variable in rheological theories of polymer blends [29, 30, 31] .
For passive mixing, each part of the interface dG deforms affinely with the material. This can be used to derive a differential evolution equation for the area tensor [27] :
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In this equation the dot indicates a material derivative, and L is the velocity gradient tensor. ¿ is the fourth-order area tensor, defined as 16
To integrate Equation 15 for any type of deformation a closure approximation for Equation 16 is required and an accurate closure called the RE (rational ellipsoidal) closure is proposed by Wetzel and Tucker [27] and uses a rational polynomial approximation for the area tensor components associated with ellipsoidal droplets. A major advantage of the area tensor is that it provides a compact description of complex microstructures capturing information on the length scale, the geometric nature and the spatial orientation of the microstructure. In the extended mapping method microstructure is added to the mapping method using the area tensor. The cell volume W i serves as the averaging volume for the area tensor. For cell i the associated area tensor is 17 Here G i is the interfacial surface lying within Ω i . Because Ω i is explicitly chosen and has finite volume, the cell area tensorA i is a coarse-grain variable, like C. For each non-zero entry y ij in the mapping matrix, we compute an inverse deformation gradient tensor F ij -1 . This is evaluated at the centroid of Ω j | tk+1 » Ω i | tk , the intersection between the deformed cell j and the undeformed cell i. This computation is carried out off-line, at the same time the mapping matrix y is being computed, and the results are stored for later use. The extended mapping method now updates the area tensor at each time step according to That is, the area tensor in any cell at time k + 1 is the sum of contributions from all donor cells, after the donor tensors from time k have been transformed by the appropriate deformation gradients. The symbol ƒ denotes the transforming of the area tensor under finite strain and is used to convert an initial area tensor A 0 to an equivalent droplet shape tensor G 0 , find the droplet shape tensor G in the deformed state, and then transform G back to find the deformedstate area tensor A. Equations 9 and 18 constitute one step of the extended mapping method. All details of the conversion between A and G and on the validation of the extended mapping method can be found in Galaktionov et al. [26] 
APPLICATION TO THE 2D CAVITY FLOW: SELF-SIMILARITY OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE
For the globally chaotic flow TB-T-B with D = 8 concentration distribution results are shown in Figure 10 . For this protocol, the striation thickness of the emerging lamellar mixture pattern quickly become too fine to resolve with the basic mapping technique using a 200 * 120 grid. Intrinsic numerical errors, caused by averaging on the cell scale at every mapping step, also tend to erase the fine structure of the mixture. As a result, after only a few periods the computed concentration distribution is nearly uniform (Figure 10e ). This is a desirable mixing result on the macroscale, but in Figure 10e the pattern of cell concentrations no longer reveals anything useful about the state of the mixture. The extended mapping method compensates for this loss of information by tracking the microstructure within each cell. These results are shown in Figure 10, parts b, d , e, and f. Here we show the values of log(trA) within each cell, for different times during the mixing process. A logarithmic scale is used because the area tensor distribution is very non-uniform. Although the concentration distribution quickly becomes nearly uniform, the microstructure continues to evolve as mixing proceeds. In addition, the mixture remains highly structured at the microscale, and the interface distribution is highly non-uniform.
A self-similar pattern of interface distribution is established after a few periods. This pattern is maintained for all subsequent mixing, while the average value of the trace of the area tensor grows exponentially. Thus, Figure 10d and f are identical in appearance, though the two figures use different scales for their gray level maps. The pattern after only two periods, Figure 10b , is only slightly different from the self-similar pattern in Figure 10d and f.
For a globally chaotic flow, this self-similar pattern of the interface distribution is also independent on the initial configuration of the mixture. Figures 10g and h show the distributions of concentration and of trA after four periods of the same flow, but for a different initial condition.
Here the dark fluid initially occupies the lower half of the cavity, and the initial interface is horizontal. Although the concentration pattern in Figure 10g is slightly different from Figure 10c , the interface distribution in Figure 10h is identical to Figure 10d . The average value of trA in Figure 10h is slightly higher than in the previous case, because the initial interface was longer. In Galaktionov [26] the evolution of total interface is studied in more detail.
CONCLUSIONS
An overview of recent work studying liquid-liquid chaotic mixing by distribution matrices is presented in this paper. The computation of the mapping matrix is time consuming and its computing can be significantly reduced by parallelisation of the numerical code. Once the matrix is computed the evolution of the composition of fluid concentration can be studied very fast compared to the computation of the mapping matrix. It is shown that the mapping method can be used to study a large variety of 2D and 3D mixing protocols, and that protocol parameters can be optimised with respect to the mixing measure chosen. The results are presented for simplified geometries, but the method is general and can be applied to a wide range of mixing problems. The strength of the method is that it models mixing directly. One can specify the initial configuration of the two fluids, subject them to a prescribed amount of mixing, and predict the concentration distribution at every point in the resulting mixture. Moreover, it is possible to extend to algorithm not only to map concentration of fluid, but also to include microstructure to the mapping: the extended mapping method.
The extended mapping method not only provides explicit prediction of mixing perform-ance, but also important fundamental information about the flow itself. The calculation reveals the self-replicating pattern of interface orientation that arises in periodic flows. When the flow is globally chaotic, this pattern displays an exponential growth rate for interfacial area. Spatial analyses of the one-period dynamics for interface stretching can be performed, to reveal which parts of the flow field are most effective at small-scale mixing.
One disadvantage of the present calculation is that it is subject to numerical diffusion. This restricts its quantitative accuracy, especially when studying the long-time behaviour of a flow. However, the short-time behaviour is accurately predicted, and we expect that the relative performance of different mixing protocols will be predicted quite accurately, provided one uses the same size mapping steps for both protocols. This makes the extended mapping method a useful engineering tool.
A topic of the current research in our laboratory, is the extension of the mapping method technique to more complex, industrial, mixers. Examples include the multiflux static mixer, described by Sluijters [32] , an example of a three-dimensional space-periodic flow, and the closely intermeshing, corotating twin screw extruder, which can be regarded as either timeor space-periodic. Moreover, an experimental set-up of the cubic cavity flow will be used to validate the computational results for e.g. the four-step mixing protocol, and to study the influence of visco-elastic effects on mixing. became part-time professor at the department of Polymer Chemistry and Technology in the area of applied rheology. 
